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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project was to develop a writing assessment for
fictional story writing which could demonstrate student progress in a holistic
manner. Often SED/LH students have histories of refusing to write more than

several lines. Not only is the writing limited in quantity, but Goodman (1983)and
Nodine(1985) point out that the quality of LH student stories tends to stay in an

immature, expressive form with no sense of audience. The writer of this project
felt that positive results would occur if ample, holistic opportunities were offered

to the student. This project was conducted in a special day class. All seven
students who participated were doubly designated SED/LH. The project was

developed over an eight week time period, in which students were given
plenteous opportunity for social interaction in conjunction with their writing tasks.
No preprinted writing instruction sheets were used with students. During the eight
week period, each student was given four thirty-minute writing sessions in which
to create a fictional story. The progress of all students was assessed
cumulatively, and showed improvement in quality as measured by the writing
assessment developed for this project. The conclusion is that students with
special needs can benefit greatly from holistic writing and social interaction
techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

How can writing be effectively taught and assessed? This question was
examined through a review of research and collected data on student writings.
This paper is about the development and use of a writing assessment for fictional
story composition in an LH/SED classroom. Effective writing requires a myriad of
skills as well as a view of the entire story picture. Teaching the composition

process in regulac education is challenging, while teaching it in an SED/LH
classroom has additional, unique demands.
The specific area of concern was whether process wriiting teaching
methods were effective in creating more mature writers. Without an assessment
student growth could only be hoped for, not accurately measured. The second

area of concern was that my teaching techniques be reflective of current
research. The research review discusses concepts and techniques that have

been used for writing. A review of regular education research in the area of
writing will be followed by a review of the same concept as it relates to special
education research.

A description of the project and class will be given, along with the

procedure used to obtain data in this project. A sample of the assessment will be
included,followed by a rationale for each criterion used in the assessment. Next,

specific strategies employed in the classroom will be discussed. Excerpts from
student stories will be used to explain specific examples as they related to the

criteria on the assessment. Finally, a case study of one student will be presented,
showing the first draft followed by a discussion and then the final published story.

REVIEW OF RESEARCH

The writing skills of American school children are overall, inadequate
(Beal, 1989). Yet, writing and composing remain critical to developing disciplined

thought processes and to relating those ideas in written form (Squire, 1983).
Research indicates at least two major concepts that, when implemented in the
teaching of writing, have shown positive results in relationship to student gains in
achievement: (1) Writing should be a social interactive activity; (2) Writing is
learned more effectively when taught in a holistic approach rather than a skills
based approach. These areas will be reviewed.

Writing as an Interactive Activity

Until recently, writing has been considered a solitary activity, with little or
no classroom interaction. However, when students write over time, for a real

audience, on a topic of interest, significant improvement in writing ability has

been shown (Peyton, 1989). Shaw (1983)reports that individual response by the
teacher, rather than the nature of the instruction, improved student writing more
than any other single factor. Hayes(1990)explains this solltaryness in relation to
the student's interpretation of a given writing task. If this task is not made

extremely clear, and the teacher and student do not communicate adequately to
reach a consensus,the student may produce a result in accordance with what he
or she thinks the teacher wants, rather than what the teacher actually expects.
The quality of such a student's performance can be increased merely by further
defining the writing task itself.

Hogan (1988) indicated that educators have given ample attention to
student reading interests, but not to student writing interests. Further, he found a
marked decline in personal interest in writing among students beginning in the
sixth grade. Assigning topics of little interest could well contribute to this marked
decline of interest. Increased social interaction with the student could help
determine where the student's interests lie. However, lack of helping the student
generate interest before writing may be the more central issue. Beal,(1989)
states that children often panic when allowed free and open choice on a given

writing topic. Even when supplied a topic for a "starter," children may write only a
couple of sentences before stating they cannot think of anything else to write.
Yet, when provided with social interaction (via questioning and conversation)they
have much more information to offer about a topic than they originally thought.

As an example of how to increase dialogue with students, Beds and Wells
(1989) suggest that teachers can be much more effective when they do not
adhere to the traditional "observer"/"questioner" role. These authors recommend
the use of "grand conversation" to help students gain a deeper understanding of

written language. This method focuses not on right or wrong answers that have
been previously formulated, but on personal experience between reader and text,

from which a unique, personal, reflective meaning may emerge. In grand

conversation, the dialogue between teacher and student goes beyond a simple
reading level of gaining specific answers. The student and teacher learn to

interact in a process in which the teacher is an interacter rather than an

evaluator. Similarly, Florio(1991)speaks of the importance of dialogue in relation
to language development, accompanied by a change in educational focus from
isolated classroom text work to developing a consensus through dialogue. She

also emphasizes the need for teachers to learn how to speak reciprocally with
learners (to respond rather than evaluate) before they can successfully teach
students to write. Hubbuch (1990) further emphasizes a horizontal classroom
relationship between teacher and student that focuses on equality and
cooperation, showing that this type of environment encourages students to want
to be learners.

Sperling (1991) examined the interactive nature of the teacher-student
writing conference in a ninth grade classroom and concluded that each teacherstudent dialogue develops its own uniqueness in relation to the diverse needs of
the particular student. Teacher sensitivity to those needs is of utmost importance,

rather than the focus on amount(i.e.. Are parties contributing equally?)or type of
input (i.e., whether the teacher suggested rather than questioned). Effective

dialogue, according to Sperling, can be as diverse as the individuals participating
in it, and may not always take on a highly verbal character. The conversation, or
in some cases subtle collaboration of a student and teacher, contributes to the

composing process because it meets that individual student's specific needs and
offers social validation. Leggo (1990) offers a list of extremely provocative
questions for the writing teacher, which helps the teacher to reflect on and
recognize biased, pedagogical classroom practices that may not be helpful to the
student.

Russell(1983)found peer conferencing to be especially helpful in that her
students took ownership of their writings, making their own decisions for revision.
Russell encouraged her students in this interactive peer process by supplying

them with a repertoire of thirteen leading questions, (i.e., "Does your lead
sentence 'grab' your audience?")(p. 335). By being asked questions rather than

being given suggestions, the writer was left responsible for the final changes in
revision. Further, Russell found this technique to be helpful with students at all
ability levels within her classroom. Nystrand (1990)also showed that peer review,
through the use of peer conferences, heightened the writer's awareness of a

need for consensus with the audience. The peer conferencing, according to
Nystrand, brought about four specific gains in writing. They included critical

thinking, organization, appropriateness, and writer confidence. In addition, peer
review provided a quicker, more plentiful source of feedback than the teacher
alone was capable of.

In a special education classroom, social interactivity during writing is also
very important. Englert (1989) indicated the need for students to experience
discourse, which helps them reach consensus about writing and to define what

writing is. Further, Englert claimed it is chiefly through dialogue that students are

able to internalize the writing process. While at least one author (Lynch, 1989)
stated that there had been a renewed interest in writing in special education as
well as in regular education in the past decade accompanied by a focus on the
cognitive processes and social approaches toward acquiring skills, the lack of

available research seems to indicate otherwise. Christenson (1989)conducted a
study on special education studentsfrom ten schools and eighty-four classrooms.

An average of half an hour of each day was allocated to written language, and
most of that time was spend on skill based activities. In addition, little or no verbal
interaction took place between teacher and student.

That writing should develop within a social context is apparent, yet a social
context does not seem to be widely practiced, especially in special education
classrooms, where students lag behind their peers in academic

underachievement. The most common shared characteristic among LH and SED

students is academic underachievement, followed by lack of adequate social
skills (Doorlag, 1988). Further, SED students exhibit behavioral excesses or
deficiencies in areas critical for social interaction. Yet, effective socialization skills

cannot be learned without positive experiences and interaction with others.

Individual seatwork and low interaction still seem to be emphasized as prevailing
methods in special education classrooms.

In summary, the social process as it relates to the acquisition of
understanding and subsequently, expressing oneself, is of utmost importance. An
appropriate environment for learning how to write effectively necessitates the

need for ongoing social interaction. Whether it be for defining the task, generating
ideas for topics to write about, arriving at consensus, needing an audience to

respond and be appreciative, or needing guidance through a private conference

with the teacher, the student must feel a social support system at work in the
classroom in order to be successful.

/■

■

'

■
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Teaching Writing Using A Hoiistic Approach

Traditional units to assist the teacher in teaching writing have been largely

skill based, and founded on a linear view of learning (Sommers, 1980). This
linear view is evident especially in the revision process, which is usually taught as
a separate "end" activity rather than occurring throughout the writing process in a
recursive manner. Beal (1989) claims that immature, elementary aged writers

focus on words rather than ideas. According to Sommers(1980) the focus on
words still remains a problem with first year university students. Sommers
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describes their approach to writing as a"thesaurus approach" in which the author
assumes that the main idea of what he or she meant to communicate is already
there, it just needs to be "reworded."
Traditionally, special education has been deficit driven and based on linear

models of learning (Lynch, 1989; lano, 1990). This view holds that the content of
what a child learns is to be determined by the child's weaknesses. If a child has
low word mechanic skills then the area to be given attention would be that of
word mechanics, in order to remediate it. Thus,the child in special education has
spent much time practicing isolated parts out of context, lano (1990)states that
this philosophy of reductionism destroys relational and comprehensive meaning,

and that the fractionalized lessons alienate the child from the total meaning. In
addition, Isaacson (1990) claims that remedial programs have emphasized
reading, math and spelling, but that insufficient attention has been given to

writing. Lynch (1989) believes that special education has yet to go beyond a
transcriptional view of writing, most of which is practiced on worksheets at the
copying level. Not only has insufficient attention been given to writing, but

Isaacson (1988) indicated that the skills model is essentially incomplete as a

writing model because it hasfocused on the product (i.e., mechanics, sentences,
paragraphs) but neglected the writing process (i.e., selecting, arranging,
developing)as well as the purpose (i.e.. Who is the audience?).
Lynch (1989) gives indication that merely experience in writing for LH
students might help them gain a better sense of the tasks involved, while both

Lynch(1989)and Isaacson (1988, 1990)indicate that teaching specific strategies
to LH students is not only extremely helpful but necessary, because LH students
do not learn these strategies spontaneously. As an example, a prominent

characteristic of LH students seems to be a defeatist attitude (Poteet, 1992). "I
can't think of anything to write about" is a typical response when an LH child is

left to generate and write on a topic independently. Yet, when the child is brought
into a discussion about the same topic, the child is able to generate much more

information than the child previously thought.
Although the behavioral approach has been described as the most

effective in improving academic and social behaviors of students(Doorlag, 1988)
it has also maintained the building of skill unit upon unit, piece by piece, part to
whole. The focus is on modiifying overt behaviors to ultimately reach an
acceptable level of performance by building behavior upon behavior. This linear

structure of breaking down tasks to their smallest unit may be appropriate for

some activities (such as for some types of math, or learning to clean the

classroom guinea pig cage) but with other subjects, such as writing, the part to
whole model has not been adequate in developing skilled writers. As the
research has shown, special education has held a very limited view of the

learning process that has been slow to change, and not limited onjy to the writing
process.

In contrast to the pure behaviorist (who holds that thoughts do not exist

because they are not observable)the cognitive theorist gives credence to the
existence of covert behaviors (thoughts). A second major distinction is the
cognitive theorist's holistic view of the concept to be learned, and that this whole
concept is not equal to a sum of the parts.

Hallahan and Kauffman (1988) state that the terms "cognitive behavior
modification" and "metacognitive strategy instruction" are often used
synonymously but both emphasize the focus on the thought process. In addition,
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Hallahan and Kauffman offer three reasons supporting the use of cognitive
training. First, it stresses self-initiative and encourages the child to be more

actively involved in the environment(instead of being a passive respondent to a
continuously manipulated environment). Second, it provides the child with

problem solving strategies that can not only be initiated by the child but

generalized to a variety of situations. Third, many of the techniques appear
particularly well suited for helping the child overcome impulsive behaviors. A child

who is taught via cognitive strategies is frequently called upon by the existence of
natural circumstances to use inner judgment and make his or her own decisions.

Since both LH and SED students have problems adapting to new situations or
demands, both academic and social, yet both groups display a wide range of
cognitive ability (Doorlag, 1988), it would seem reasonable to believe that

LH/SED students could be taught writing by learning associated strategies in a
holistic manner. Providing social interaction throughout this process could further
reinforce the special student's needs (I.e., acceptance and validation) while
creating a positive, intrinsicaliy motivating environment in which to enhance
learning.

One such example would be the use of a dialogue journal. Peyton (1989)
shows that a dialogue journal can be an effective tool to emphasize meaning
over form. Typically, the student writes on any area of choice, is able to be
concerned with meaning rather than correct form, and has the assurance of an

appreciative, responsive audience (the teacher). Since the journal is not
corrected by the teacher, only responded to, the student feels validated and

further social interaction takes place as the student is encouraged to write.

In summary, one of the most valuable elements to be respected in the
writing process is that it is a recursive, not linear, process. This indicates that
needs of writers will be highly individualized. Also, the need for social interaction
during writing cannot be overemphasized. A wealth of writing ideas comes from
appreciating and reflecting upon every day experiences. But we need other
people, their appreciation, response, and shared ideas, in order to learn to
effectively engage in the writing process.

STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS

When holistic writing instruction is offered along with increased opportunity
for social interaction among students, the student writings will show positive
results, over time, as measured by an authentic writing assessment.

PROCEDURE FOR PROJECT

The following overview includes the rationale for choosing fictional writing

instruction, a description of the students who participated in this project, and a
sample of the story assessment with accompanying explanation of each criteria,
including relevant excerpts from student stories. Teaching strategies that were

used during this project are discussed. The last item in this section is a

presentation and summary of the data collected.
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Rationale for Writing instruction

Several of the students in this study had had a history of refusing to write
more than several lines(even for years) thus severely limiting their experience
and negatively affecting opinions of self capability. Most of the students had
experienced writing in journals, but they seemed endlessly stuck in a rut of
writing only about themselves. Goodman (1983)and Nodine(1985) discuss the
young writer's immature, egocentric, expressive writing that carries with it no
sense of audience. Nodine's research showed that LH student's stories tend to

stay in this expressive form. Challenging the students with creating fiction would

help begin to develop a sense of audience, forcing them out of their "selfness."
Fiction implies "otherness" (writing about others and communicating fo others)
rather than a depressing, negative, autobiographical account, which had most

often received as a result of assigning fiction. Although all of these eighth and
ninth graders could state the difference between fiction and fact, most could not

show the distinction by keeping the "I", as well as their own true life events out of

their stories. Although specific, intensive teaching of the autobiographical style
was done during the school year, it is important for a student to know and
exercise knowledge in the various genres of writing. Learning to write fiction
would present a very appropriate challenge for each one of these students.

Description of Students

The class, grades eighth and ninth, had seven students who were

designated both seriously emotionally disturbed(SED)and learning handicapped
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(LH). LH is the most common Identified handicaps among school age individuals
(Lewis, 1988). To be diagnosed LH,a student must have a discrepancy between
actual and expected performance which cannot be explained as the direct result

of other handicapping conditions, either physical problems (i.e., emotional

disturbance or blindness) or environmental influences (i.e., poverty). SED
students also show academic underachievement, but it is not due to a specific
processing disorder. Rather, it is an all pervasive disorder in which maladaptive

social behaviors are diagnosed serious enough to need intervention if progress is
to be gained. Typically, these students find prolonged writing of any kind
somewhat difficult.

Implementation of Study

This study evaluated the writings of seven SED/LH students over an eight

week period of time. Students were given a timed writing period of thirty minutes
in which to write a story. Successive, separate stories were developed by each
student, with a time of thirty minutes held constant for each first draft. It should be

noted that students were engaged in a variety of meaningful, daily writing
activities in between the weekly, documented writings collected for this project.
Examples of these activities included peer conferencing, student writer's

conference, revising favorite stories, drawing illustrations, and socially interacting
in many class activities to help bring about a consensus as to what made the
student authors'stories interesting.

Since the latter activities (such as revising) were not time limited, their
results were not analyzed and discussed in the cumulative data. Instead, a look
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at one case history is offered to demonstrate the growth between first draft and
final published version, and to suggest that an authentic writing assessment
could also be used to show progress throughout one story's revisions from start
to finish.

Assessment

Figure 1 shows the story assessment instrument developed and used for

this project. Following is an explanation of each of the criteria in the same order
they are presented on the assessment. The explanation will also include a

discussion as to why a given criterion was chosen in relation to the needs of
special students.
Total words:The total words of the story provides an account of what the
student is capable of writing within a given time period. Typically, writing fluency

is low among learning handicapped students. A significant deviation in a

student's own works may indicate an emotional problem peaking on that day, or
the student's forgetting to take medication. It was emphasized to the students
that it was not necessary or even desirable to write more every time, but that this
criterion was simply to show natural growth in fluency over time.

Spelled correctly: Misspelled words were counted (even the same word
repeatedly because it is sometimes spelled in alternate forms within the same

story). The teacher needs to be aware of the student's individual spelling

development in order to help that student progress individually. The student also
needs to have an increased awareness (i.e., of careless mistakes) in order to
self-evaluate his or her own progress.
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Figure 1.

STORY ASSESSMENT

Name

WORDS
OF STORY

Date

Time
SPELLED
INCORRECTLY

% CORRECT

UNINTELLIGIBLE

%INTELLIGIBLE

7 LETTERS OR
GREATER
STUDENT IS GIVEN A YES FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING INCLUSIONS AS SPECIFICALLY
EXPLAINED:

YES

NO

Were paragraphs used?(A single, beginning indentation does not count for
credit).

Was at least one main character given a name?(Not just "monster").
Were additional characters introduced and given names?(Needs just one).
Is there a title?

Is there direct use of monologue or dialogue?(Quotes are necessary, placed
at least one time correctly - beginning and end quotes).
Is there an attempt at humor?

Is there a sequence of events?(Then, next, later, afterwards.) One such
inclusion is sufficient for credit.

8.

Is there a detailed description of any one character? FOUR DETAILS or more.
This may include adjectives(blond, willowy) or similes(he looked like a wild
pig) but not action oriented description (he went skating).

9.

Is there a definite ending?

10.

Is a setting described in detail?(This setting needs at least three separate
sentences to be sufficient).

11.

Is there some moral or philosophic theme expressed?(A theme of defending
one's children or possessions, that we should learn from past experiences,
the use of fair play, etc.).

12.

Is time set for the story?(This does not have to be a specific year, but a time
period. For example, during the Great Depression, Renaissance, before man
was on the earth, in the future, etc."Once upon a time" is not to be given
credit).
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Intelligible: If the audience cannot read the word, this forces the student
to think about writing more carefully. In some cases this criterion may indicate

unconventional spelling, in other cases it indicates a need to write neatly so the
word which is already spelled correctly can receive that recognition.
Vocabulary: Seven letters seems to be the break-off point for grander
words. Eight letters or more was used at first, but it seemed to omit the use of too
many colorful vocabulary words. Seven letters does allow for the inclusion of a
few more common words (i.e., "because") but seemed to be an appropriate

challenge for my class. Credit was given for the use of a vocabulary word
whether or not it was spelled correctly or in the correct tense.(Made up names
with created spelling were not given credit). Each vocabulary word was counted
only once within the story, even though it may have been used several times.

Students were encouraged to take new risks with expressing themselves when
emphasis was placed on creativity and maturity of choice, rather than
correctness.

Numbered Items 1-12: For the following items a YES/NO format was
chosen. Each item on the assessment was given specific criteria to contribute to

a more objective assessment. Such a format was helpful to the student in that it
further defined the task. The format also lent itself to holistic teaching techniques.
Paragraphs: Many former writings showed indentations only at the very

beginning of the paper (demonstrating habit rather than thought). If further

indentations are made, the teacher can see if those are made thoughtfully or
randomly, providing a tool for further teaching.

Character: Character development Is important in adding interest to a
story. It is virtually impossible to have a personalized, detailed character
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description if no name is offered. A generic type name, such as "monster" or

"boy" is not given credit. Without specific teaching in this area, past stories have

shown that the LH/SED student has a tendency to use a generic description

followed by only a pronoun:"There was a boy who . .." "He..."
Additional Character: Plot development requires interaction. Depressed,
withdrawn students typically have only one character in their stories, and it was
usually an unnamed extension of the self - one that did not interact or do

anything or great value or interest. This criterion strongly encouraged a more
interesting story development. The following first draft, written by Steve, is

indicative of the common lack of interaction between characters in a story:
HOMELESS LITTLE BOY

There's a boy that lived in an old shallow box in a creepy dark alley. His
name is John. He mom and dad use to be cruel to him. He ran away on June 16
when they was going to bed. He felt bad but he didn't had any other choice to
make. John didn't want to put up with it any longer. He don't love living in a box,

but one day he will try to make it to Texas. That's his dream he always wanted to
make so he can live with grandma and live a normal life.

In Steve's story there is a suggestion of other people, but a theme of
escaping reality, dreaming of a place with no problems, no direct interaction with

others, and having little choice about life. Steve said this story was how he felt
about himself. A story by this same student was written several weeks later and

is presented in the case study.

Title: A title shows investment of a personal trademark and helps define a
main idea. The act of titling requires the author to connect to the main elements
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of the story. In past story writings, a title had rarely been Included,

spontaneously, by my LH or SED students.
Monologue/Dialogue: The inclusion of character discourse demands that
the story be active and alive. Also, this criterion encouraged the student to add

an additional character in order to create dialogue. Developing a dialogue also
required the student to relate to another's thoughts and become an objective
observer. Frequently, the pronoun "I" would still appear suddenly where it clearly
did not belong, such as within the dialogue. Following is a story where the the
pronoun "I" suddenly appears, and is quite revealing as to the author's thoughts.

(This excerpt is from Student A, Table 1, first draft, second assessment, with
spelling translated).
SPOT THE DOG

Spot has lots of friends. And his friends were very unique. The dogs
names were Rut, Tike, Yike. Each one had a unique thing that they can do. Rut
had an imagination Yike had fast legs. And Tike was a talking dog. Yike, Tike,
Rut were black, white and brown. And Spot was a lonely dog. He didn't believe in
his self. He always was alone some. He always dreamed of being a fluffy, puffly

dog. He was a brown Pit beagle. One day there was a fair sign on the window of
an old coffee shop. He wanted to go. But he couldn't because he didn't have no

money. There was going to have games and prizes and his friends were already
there. As he was close to the fair he could smell a donut shop. And he could

smell popcorn, hamburgers, etc. When he got there he saw his friends. They
started to make fun of him. Saying he was a cheap dog. Spot was upset. As he
walked away someone was calling him. As I turned around...
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Humor: Humor is an Important part of personality development and a
useful part of social or written communication. The use of humor also seems to

indicate a certain maturity about acceptance of life and/or human nature. Bruno,
et. al. (1988) examined perceptions of humor in learning handicapped and
nonhandicapped students. The researchers found that secondary LH students
did not exhibit the increase in understanding and expression of humor that their

nondisabled peers showed. Their explanation of the discrepancy was due to a
tendency of the LH student to focus on literal rather than figurative meanings.

Second,the researchers suggested that when the LH child is placed in a special
day class over time, he or she may be exposed to much less humor and social

interaction. These findings clearly support the importance of exposure to humor
for the LH child's positive development as a verbal and written communicator.
The findings would also support the need for increased social interaction in the

special education classroom. In the following excerpt from Student D's first draft,
first assessment, he was able to include humor;

... So she changed into a good witch that night. She woke up. She looked
into a mirror and she was good looking, nice legs and a nice sense of humor.
"What happened?" said the witch. I look nice, it can't be melll! I do not want to be
nice.. . .

When Randy read this story to the other authors, they appreciated his
humor, but adeptly asked how the witch could see her sense of humor in the

mirror. Randy chuckled at his writing, and said,"Oh, yeahl"
Sequence: Sequence created the necessity of a thoughtful, connected

time-line. Many previous student stories had included no sequencing of events
(identified by"then,""next,""afterwards,"for example).
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Character Description: Immature writers typically write about "doing"

rather than "being." In past stories from my students, the character was rarely
described. This criterion makes the student stop and think about who the

character actually is that is being developed, thus providing a foundation as to
the moral theme of the story.

Ending: This is an easier criterion to meet than some, but with a timed
assessment the student must pay attention to performance within a deadline. A
ten-minute warning was given on all thirty-minute assessments. Frequently,
SED/LH students have seemingly no concept of time. This can be due to

depression and shutting out as much of the world as they can, or to purposefully
putting off "the end," therefore sliding by and not ever having to finish the
assignment.(On one occasion, when a student had done an outstanding job on a

project, I overheard another student quietly tell him, "You're going to ruin your
reputation"). Some of my students, according to self-reports as well as previous
teacher reports, had never finished a project. These individuals had to make a
personal "breakthrough" that was much more difficult than would be for most
students. Although an ending was required within the thirty minute time frame,
even students with the most extreme acting out behaviors did not show
frustration because they knew the story would remain their own, to make further
revisions on as they wished. The more passive aggressive type students were
the most resistant to including an ending.

Setting: Seemingly more difficult than even describing character, this
criterion requires significant exercise of imagination. Children's stories tend to
contain much less written descriptions of setting because the picture illustrations
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are often so rich. Short stories from the eighth and ninth grade text were much
more effective examples.
Moral theme: A moral theme requires that one's story have value to offer

the reader. It can also aid the teacher in understanding the depth of that student's
own moral development. A common writing style for a student who has lived in
foster homes and developed little inner locus of control is that the main character

in the story acts in accordance with what she must do:"She had to because her
parents said she had to" is typical reasoning displayed, or "He said he was sorry
so he wouldn't get into trouble." The moral theme required great thought on the
part of the student.

Time:This criterion can help open up new worlds as far as what to write
about. I/I/ben often implies whaf(one thousand years ago lends itself to castles

and knights). Also, if the story spans over time, the writer must plan realistically.
For instance, if grandchildren are included, the writer must plan enough years in

the future to accommodate this passing. Planning for time requires forethought,
rather than just the impulsive."One day..."

Strategies Used in the Classroom

At no time throughout this process did a student use a preprinted
worksheet, nor was any student given a writing prompt. The emphasis at all times

was on holistic approaches and social interaction. Offering assistance was the
priority, rather than a given structure.

Exposure to literature: Daily, the class read children's stories from the

library as well as fictional short stories from eighth and ninth grade texts. If
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students' stories were to be assessed, why not other authors' works? This also

gave the students a great amount of experience In gaining a sense of story, as

well as further Incentive by critiquing a professional work. While reading a story
(the class and teacher usually read as a group) the assessment was left on the

overhead projector. As the class read, any student who judged something as
being In the assessment would go mark It off on the projected assessment.

Students were much slower at these recognition skills, particularly with hearing
direct quotes and the sequencing of events. They were quicker at recognizing

humor (the teacher's smile most certainly a prompt) and description of setting.
Stories from eighth and ninth grade texts offered fewer Illustrations and therefore

more descriptive vocabulary. Overall, students agreed on and assigned the

following categories In regard to the number of Inclusions In the writing
assessment: 10-12, Excellent; 7-9, Decent;5-6, Tolerable; 1-4, A Dog.
Viewing Short Stories on Video: The purpose here was to let students

see that the Important aspects of writing, (I.e., the use of humor, and developing
Interesting characters) was carried over Into successful presentations of other
types. After viewing the video, we listed on the board as many details as could be

remembered, Including such topics as physical description, symbolic use of color
In costume, character's personalities, and what major Ideas the author was

communicating. Student video favorites were The Brothers Grimm Fairy Tales,
which are written for older viewers.

Examining What Makes Us Laugh: We engaged In such discussions to

help the students understand the value of humor and to be able to Incorporate It
Into their writings with greater ease. Any time we came across something In a
video or a book that made us laugh, or anyone laugh - for that matter, we
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discussed what quality it had that was funny. For instance, it was explained that

forcing the reader to make an inference was one very effective tooi when using
humor. Aiso, we discussed that humor can be used to lighten horrific moments
such as in The Tell-Tale Heart, when Edgar Allen Poe makes us laugh at the

motive of the murder (the old man's glass eye had simply driven the murderer
crazy).

Brainstorming for Story Ideas: Daily, we shared and rejoiced in new
ideas. The students needed to learn they never had to be at a loss for ideas. The

single best accomplishment for individuai inspiration was when i pulled down the
world map one day. Students listed sixty-five topics on the board in twelve

minutes. The places were inspired, instantiy, then foiiowed by ideas about the
peopie or animals who would be in those piaces (i.e., Aiaska-Eskimos; Texas-

Cowboys). i added the element of a time line, identifying major events from
dinosaurs to the Great Depression. The list was ieft in view for the students for
future use.

How to Write Without the Big "I": Writing outside of first person

perspective is a challenge for SED and LH students. They are typically so
problem-centered and self-centered that to come out of self is a terrific challenge.
We redefined fiction every time we wrote. Second, the review of iiterature

provided constant modeling. Third, students could secretly write about seif by

giving the character another name and adding some made-up events but always

staying "cool" and never letting on to the audience that they were seif disclosing.
Increasing Vocabulary: LH/SED students do not usuaiiy want to take
risks with new words. They like to stick with fast, easy, effortless words unless

challenged to do better. Worksheets are out, but word games that provide
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challenges,fun, and social interaction are great. We played several games using
descriptive adverbs and adjectives, (i.e.. Bob are his soup

.

. Each

student would contribute a word which was written on the board). "Boggle",
"Parts of Speech Bingo," and "Scrabble" were used. Interesting or effective
phrases were chosen from higher level texts. The phrases were discussed in
relation to their high specificity and how that contributed to a much higher interest
level.(Roe's works were excellentfor this).

Student D introduced a first draft story with the following sentence:"There
was a nice forest with lots of animals and trees. There was a camp named . . ."
In his final revision it was changed to: "Located in the Amazon, there was a
beautiful forest with lots of animals and trees. However, it was also dark and

spooky because the wind always blew. There was a camp named ..."

Providing Character Contrast: Students did not display an
understanding of how to use characters to complement each other (i.e., good
versus evil, haughty versus kind) until we watched The Brother's Grimm Fairy

Tales, specifically Bearskin and Bristieiip. We discussed further examples of
character contrast whenever they were vividly provided.
Writer's Conference: Individual writer's conferences were held whenever

a student felt the need for one. There were no set time limits for these periods,
which lasted anywhere from two to twenty-five minutes. Sometimes the student
read out loud to the teacher, other times the teacher read out loud to the student.

A metacognitive method for response was often used. If a phrase or sentence
was unclear, the teacher might state, "I wonder if that means

or

"One student, Michael, did not like any direct verbal interaction. When

asked if he would like to talk regarding his story he responded,"No, I know what
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to do, I can tell by your notes." Responses to this particular student were more
typically written. He read all notes carefully and responded by using the feedback
in his next writings. The only type of direct verbal interaction this student seemed

to enjoy was when he was asked for advice by another student(he would never
offer it). Michael became known affectionately as the "Vocabulary Consultant."

He always gave thoughtful responses. His natural specialty, for which he was

strongly admired, was that of offering colorful, appropriate phrases or vocabulary
to his "colleagues,"(as he referred to them).
Peer Conferences: These were mostly a one to one affair, and worked

best that way. The students would quite easily use the method they had seen the

teacher use with them (asking questions indirectly, i.e., "I'm wondering if that
means . . ."). The entire class was used to make up a regular sized conference

group. In these sessions, the teacher would sit in a student desk and respond by
turn, along with everyone else.
In summary, one of the most valuable elements to be respected in the
writing process is that it is a recursive, not linear, process. This indicates that

needs of writers will be highly individualized. Also, the need for social interaction
during writing cannot be overemphasized. A wealth of writing ideas comes from
appreciating and reflecting upon every day experiences. But we need other
people, their appreciation, response, and shared ideas, in order to learn to
effectively engage In the writing process.
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Data Summary

Tables 1 through 8contain student data. Tables 1 through 7 are individual

summaries of each student's progress through four story assessments. Analyzed
collectively, the findings are shown on the Cumulative Data Sheet Summary
(Table 8). Following, in the same order as presented on the data sheets, is a
discussion of that data. Comparisons are made between the first and fourth
assessments unless otherwise indicated.

The total words of student stories showed an increase in fluency of 47
words between the first and fourth assessment. This marked gain could be
especially important to special educators because fluency is commonly a
challenging area among special needs students. The total percentage of words
spelled correctly remained almost the same(94% as opposed to 95%) but the
use of grander vocabulary words increased from an average of 12to 17, in each
story, without negatively affecting overall spelling accuracy. Paragraph inclusion

remained the same. This skill was not as evident on first drafts as it was during
revisions, when students had more time to think and to organize. The data
indicated further discussion on paragraphs was needed.

The development of a main character by assigning name showed an

increase from four in the first assessment to six in the fourth assessment.. Adding
a second character to the story (and naming that character) also showed an

increase from two to four. The use of title was first six and decreased slightly to
five. It seemed that students would often write a title down first, and then force

the story to fit with the title. It was suggested they might wish to wait until finishing
the story before choosing a title. When students used the latter strategy, stories
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seemed to flow more easily, but titles were sometimes forgotten when not written
in the very beginning. The inclusion of monolCgue or dialogue increased from

being used in only two stories to being used in six stories. An attempt at humor

was first a total of two, increasing to four, showing steady growth across each
assessment. The use of sequence was incorporated into four of the first writings,

and used by all seven students by the fourth assessment. Description of
character remained approximately the same. Although ending a story is usually
considered an easier skill(younger children create endings fairly easily) only two

students showed definite endings on their first writings, but the use of endings
increased to five by the fourth assessment.

The inclusion of a richer description of setting remained fairly unchanged,
proving to be a more difficult skill, overall. Only one student originally included a

moral theme, while three included a moral theme in the fourth assessment.(The
second assessment showed every student included a moral theme. Perhaps this
was because it was a great area of need and strongly emphasized in class
discussions directly before the second assessment). Most students needed

continued help via social interaction and suggestions in order to develop a moral
theme. In the first stories, no student included a time setting, while four students
included it by the fourth assessment.

Conclusion

Clearly, the results of this authentic assessment were encouraging in
relation to the use of holistic concepts and social interaction. Students made

marked improvement in their writings over the eight week period. In addition, the
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few areas that showed little growth (I.e., describing the setting) can be

emphasized as needed until the student has internalized the skill. Some specific
skills, such as including a moral theme, proved to be more difficult for this class
of SED/LH students, who were able to include such items much more effectively
only after direct discussion.
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Table 1.

STORY ASSESSMENT: INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY

Student A

Assessment

#1

#2

#3

#4

Total Words

210

220

159

262

93

93

95

97

14

12

12

8

% Spelling Correct
Vocabulary 7 Letters
Numbered Items:

Yes

1. Paragraphs
2. Main Character
3. Additional Character
4. Title

No

Yes

V
V

V

V
V

V

V
V

V
4

V

4
4

V

V

V
V

v'
V

11. Moral Theme

12. Time Set

5~

V

V
V
V
V
8

28

Yes

V

V

V
V

No

V
V
V

V
V

V

6. Humor

Total Positive Responses!

Yes

V

5. Monologue/Dialogue
7. Sequence
8. Description of Character
9. Ending
10. Setting

No

No

4
V

4
4
4

4

4

4
4
4

4

4
4

Table 2.

STORY ASSESSMENT: INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY

Student B
Assessment

#1

#2

#3

#4

Total Words

271

373

153

308

90

92

92

92

24

24

6

18

% Spelling Correct
Vocabulary 7 Letters
Numbered Items:

Yes

1. Paragraphs

V

2. Main Character
3. Additional Character

V

4. Title

V

No

Yes

V

V
V

V
V
V
V
V

V
V

V
V
V
V

V

V

V

Total Positive Responses

V

V

V

V

V

6

29

V

V
V

V
V
V
V
V

V

V

No

V

V
v
V

Yes

V

V

6. Humor

No

V

V
V

11. Moral Theme
12. Time Set

No

V

5. Monologue/Dialogue
7. Sequence
8. Description of Character
9. Ending
10. Setting

Yes

V
V

V
8

8

Table 3.

STORY ASSESSMENT: INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY

Student C
Assessment
Total Words

#1

#2

143

223

#3
194

217

55

57

>50

>50

11

15

25

21

% Spelling Correct
Vocabulary 7 Letters
Numbered Items:

Yes

No

Yes

1. Paragraphs

V

2. Main Character
3. Additional Character

V
V

V
V

5. Monologue/Dialogue

V

V
V

6. Humor

V

4. Title

V

Yes

V

V
V

V
V

V

V

V

11. Moral Theme

V

Total Positive Responses

V

V

V

V
V

V
V

V
V
V
V

V

V

V
V
V

V

V
8

30

No

V

V
V

Yes

V

V
V

V
V

No

V

V

7. Sequence
8. Description of Character
9. Ending
10. Setting
12. Time Set

No

#4

Table 4.

STORY ASSESSMENT: INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY

Student D
Assessment

#1

#2

#3

#4

Total Words

224

171

185

250

91

91

92

96

6

12

10

14

% Spelling Correct
Vocabulary 7 Letters
Numbered Items:

1. Paragraphs

Yes

2. Main Character
3. Additional Character
4. Title

5. Monologue/Dialogue

V

6. Humor

V

7. Sequence
8. Description of Character
9. Ending
10. Setting

No

Yes

V

V
V

V

No

Yes

No

V

V

V
V

V

V
V

V
V

V

V
V

V

V

V

V

11. Moral Theme

V
V
V

12. Time Set

V

Total Positive Responses

31

V
V
V
V

Yes

V

V
V
V
V

V

No

V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V

V

Table 5.

STORY ASSESSMENT: INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY

Student E
Assessment

#1

#2

#3

#4

Total Words

122

110

168

207

98

96

93

95

3

3

12

19

% Spelling Correct
Vocabulary 7 Letters
Numbered Items:

Yes

1. Paragraphs
2. Main Character
3. Additional Character
4. Title

No

Yes

V

y

V
V
V

5. Monologue/Dialogue

Yes

y
y

y

V

V

7. Sequence
8. Description of Character
9. Ending
10. Setting

V

y

V

y
y

V

y

Total Positive Responses[

y
y
8

32

y
y

y

y

y
y
y

y

y

No

y
y

y

y

Yes

y
y

y

V

V

No

y
y

y

6. Humor

11. Moral Theme
12. Time Set

No

y

y
y

y
y

y
y
y

Table 6

STORY ASSESSMENT: INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY

Student F
Assessment
Total Words

#1

#2

147

93
8

% Spelling Correct
Vocabulary 7 Letters
Numbered Items:

Yes

1. Paragraphs
2. Main Character
3. Additional Character
4. Title

V

310

88

91

95

15

10

11

No

Yes

V

V

V
V
V
V

V
V
V

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V
V

V
V

4

33

V
V

V

V

V

11. Moral Theme
12. Time Set

Yes No

V

V

V

No

V

V

V

6. Humor

Total Positive ResponsesI

181

Yes

V

5. Monologue/Dialogue
7. Sequence
8. Description of Character
9. Ending
10. Setting

No

#4

#3
278

V

V
V
V
V

V
V
V

V

V

V

V

Table 7.

STORY ASSESSMENT: INDIVIDUAL DATA SUMMARY

Student G
Assessment
Total Words

#1

#2

#3

#4

167

194

230

139

97

94

97

96

15

22

20

25

% Spelling Correct
Vocabulary 7 Letters
Numbered Items:

1. Paragraphs
2. Main Character
3. Additional Character
4. Title

5. Monologue/Dialogue
6. Humor

7. Sequence
8. Description of Character
9. Ending
10. Setting
11. Moral Theme
12. Time Set

Yes

No

Yes

No

V
V

V
V
V

V
V
V

V
V
V

Yes

V

V
V
V
V

Total Positive Responses

V
V

V

V

V

No

V
V

V
V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V
V
11

34

Yes

V

V

V

No

V
V
V

8

V

V
V

Tables

STORY ASSESSMENT: CUMULATIVE DATA SUMMARY

Assessment
Total Words

#1

#2

#3

#4

183

241

195

230

% Spelling Correct
Vocabulary 7 Letters

94

92

93

95

12

15

18

17

Numbered items:

Yes

Yes

3

4

Yes
5

Yes

1. Paragraphs

3

2. Main Character

4

6

4

6

3. Additional Character
4. Title

2

3

2

4

6

5

4

5

5. Monologue/Dialogue

2

4

5

6

6. Humor

2

4

3

4

7. Sequence
8. Description of Character
9. Ending
10. Setting

4

6

5

7

11. Moral Theme
12. Time Set

Total Positive Responses

5

3

2

6

2

6

4

5

3

2

2

2

1

7

1

3

0

4

4

4

34

54

41

55

35

CASE STUDY

Steve(a pseudonym)was placed in the SED/LH class in November 1991,

when he was in the seventh grade. He had been in regular education up until
then, and had attended several schools in two different states due to his family
moving frequently. His mother stated she had also tried placing him in a private
school in second grade "due to his behavior problems."

The report provided by Steve's three seventh grade regular education

teachers was that Steve refused to do almost any and all assignments, would
frequently pick fights with peers, and would use profanity with peers and adults.

During the first few weeks in the class it was evident that Steve had a very
low frustration tolerance(his eyes would easily brim with tears at the mention of a
writing assignment) but he seemed to make no emotional connection with others.

For instance, if the teacher was engaged in discussion with the class and all

found a shared subjectto befunny,Steve never seemed to connect to the other's
humor. He would sometimes laugh, but would do so when no one else was

laughing, and with no recognizable antecedent for the laughter. When the

teacher inquired as to what was funhy, Steve would not seem to be able to give
an explanation, only a shrug. He spoke in a flat voice, and made many responses

with shrugs instead of words. When reading, he would frequently engage in a
rocking motion, yet he could seem to stay on task during these times.
During his first semester in the class, Steve and the teacher read Jack

London's White Fang. When the story discussed the Indians' incessant cruel
treatment of all their dogs, and further supported no apparent usefulness of the
creatures, the teacher asked Steve,(and there was no correct answer to this
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question) "Why do you think the Indians even keep the dogs around?" He
hesitated a few moments in thought and then responded, "Maybe so they can
having something to be cruel to."

It was in Steve's writings to the teacher shortly after that he shared,"My
mom says my manners are horrible. I always fight with my sister. I don't do my
work and my chores. There is nothing good about me." Although Steve had a

dismal opinion of himself, he did have some feelings. Although his"connections,"
both verbal and written, were sparse, there was hope for more small
breakthroughs. Since the day he entered the class, he had never refused to do

an assignment (although sometimes the quality varied) and had never used a
profanity (unless the teacher was absent from the classroom - then he would

verbally abuse all beings with utter abandon).

When eighth grade began in September 1992, there was still hope that
Steve might progress in his writings and show increased emotional connection
with others. By now, several home visits had been conducted for conferences
because the family had no telephone.

In late October, the class began to immerse themselves with the writing
strategies previously explained. Steve's first assessment indicated that his writing
was not fiction at all. It was a few sentences, and a depressing account of self.

The second try was not much better. It was difficult to determine if he was really
trying, or just pretending to try. Then came his fourth major effort at a story.
Following is Steve's fourth assignment, first draft, spelling translated;(Refer to
Table 5, assessment four,for data).
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THE OUTBACKS

In 1880's - 1890's through the outbacks of Australia, there was a man

name Jim Greg that loves to work with horses and his father.

One day Jim and his father Rick was working in the wood, all of a sudden
a herd of wild horses right through like a locomotive. After the horses was

through the woods everything became quiet. Jim got up and looked around, all of
a sudden he saw his father lying down stiff. Jim ran to his father and yelled,
"father, father," he did not move. Jim knew that his father was dead.

The next day Jim saddled his Brawny, and put on his duster, and left to go

herd up the wild and ferocious horses. Jim rode for hours and suddenly he
spotted them. Jim was so angry that he wanted to shoot the horses, but he

couldn't do it. So Jim got his bullwhip out and started running toward them. Jim's

horse ran like lightning. Jim started making the horses face toward his land the
father owned with his pride. Jim was getting them in the Valley of Australia. Jim

got them in the fences of his land (that his dad died on.) He's thinking of keeping
the horses and training them.
Following is the teacher's note back to Steve:

Steve, you really seem to understand fiction now!This story is about other
people and not yourself. Isn't it fun to write an adventure? I can tell you worked

hard on this, not only in writing the first draft but in thinking it up. This would be a

fun story to share in writer's conference. Also, it would be a good choice of story
for illustration, don't you think? I like the possibilities this story has for emotional
appeal. Having a parent die is a very sad thing to have happen. How do you think
Jim felt? Please talk with me later. Ms. Prince.
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Steve spent almost two hours in total conference time with the class on
this story. Steve sat in the teacher's chair(as each student did when his or her

story was being discussed) and this simple exercise of physical placement
seemed to help him remain in a"mature mode." Students did not use a given set
of questions, but were taught them that questioning or repeating something that
was unclear was a kinder method than being judgmental. One specific question

asked of Steve regarding his story, The Outbacks, was,"How could the body be
stiff yet?" Steve chuckled as he thought about the answer to that question. The
group conferences were held to not longer than twenty minutes, so that other

students could receive help. In an individual conference,the following discussion
took place between myself and Steve:
Ms. Prince: You've got some heavy stuff in this story.
Steve: Yeah, I guess so.

Ms. Prince: Like when Jim's father gets killed. I'm wondering how he felt..
Steve:(An embarrassed smile and shrug).
Ms. Prince: Do you think he felt sad?
Steve: Yeah.

Ms. Prince: I would think very sad, and even in shock. You have some

great ideas that could turn this into a much longer, more developed story. Like,

was there a funeral? Did Jim have to make plans for it? What might have
happened with his father's will?

Steve: Okay,.. . I can go write now.

Steve and the teacher had further conferences, and worked on combining
sentences toward the latter revisions. He worked at least one hour per day on
this story, and after he began the illustrations he sometimes chose to work on it
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for two entire fifty-minute periods. He ended up choosing the word "disconsolate"
instead of "sad" to describe Jim's feelings toward his father's death. When asked

him how he found such fitting expression, he smiled and replied,"the thesaurus."

Of course, he had revised the entire idea of his first story, so using the thesaurus
was very appropriate at this point, and also showed increased initiative and

independence. At the very end of the story, Steve uses "henceforth." He said he

got the idea from the Bible. (Steve had brought a Bible to class so that, upon
another student's somewhat unusual request, the class could read the story of

King Solomon). Steve saw how obviously proud the teacher was of his continuing
revisions. Finally, he said, "I am finished." He presented the teacher with his

completed work, which begins on the next page:
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In the 1880's through the 1890's, in
the outbacks of Australia, there was a

young man named Jim Greg that loved

to work with his father catching and
breaking horses.
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One day Jim and his father Rick were working in the woods, when all of a
sudden a herd of wild horses stampeded right through like a locomotive. When
the horses came Jim took cover under an old stump. Jim yelled, "Father, take
cover!" Jim's dad didn't hear. Jim saw his dad, but at that same instant a black

stallion, known as the cruel Black Demon ran wildly by. He hated men because
they had tried to catch him in cruel ways but had failed. When Black Demon saw
Rick, he charged at him, kicking and landing a hard blow into Rick's temple.
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After the horses had gone through the woods became quiet like it was

before. Jim got from under the old stump behind which he was hiding from the
wild horses. Jim looked around - he thought he saw a human figure that was all
crumpled up. When he ran up to the human shaped object Jim looked closely 
he knew it was his father. Jim put his hand close to his father's mouth but he was
not breathing. Jim knew that his father was dead.
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The next day Jim went to his father's funeral. Jim felt disconsolate about his

father's death. Jim told himself, "I won't be happy until I catch Black Demon, as
well as all the other wild horses. But I really want Black Demon."

Early the next day Jim saddled his beautiful quarter horse, Trigger. Jim
packed supplies for his journey to catch Black Demon and his herd of wild

horses. Jim took out on the long journey to find these horses. After hours and

hours of riding, Jim was getting tired but finally he spotted the ferocious herd. Jim

wanted to kill Black Demon but he couldn't. Jim put down his gun and started
toward them. He reached for his bullwhip and cracked the whip once. Black
Demon came toward Jim and started rearing up and kicking.
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Jim backed his horse away and cracked his whip again. Black Demon got a little

scared and started running. Jim was following right beside the horses, leading
them through the plains to a valley that lead to Jim's vast land that he had

inherited in entirety from his father. Jim lead them to the big corral where they
would be contained.
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Late the next day Jim tried to break two of the horses, but they were
especially challenging. Each one took hours and hours to break. With the help of

his hired hands,though,they finally got the job licked.
Jim considered selling the horses, but he decided not to. He decided to train
them to be workers and use the best ones for breeding. Jim had taken an evil

creature and used him for good - creating a strong and beautiful herd for
generations henceforth.
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Conclusion

but Steve's first to final project represented a marked growth in expression of
idea, attention to detail, and perhaps rnost importantly, emotional connection. His

story was the result of many hours of work, backed by holistic teaching

Gleariy, he showed growth.%

Independently and zealously in

between the timds of social interaction. Although Steve knew the teacher was
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